Announcement of Russian Human Rights Commissioner on the situation related to TV-2 Broadcasting Company in Tomsk
23 May 2014
The Commissioner for Human Rights in the Russian Federation Ella Pamfilova expresses her concern in relation to the suspended broadcasting of TV-2 channel in Tomsk and suggests that a meeting with the company’s representatives be settled in the near future.
Ms Pamfilova has underlined that for the purpose of providing the region’s residents with socially valuable information, it is necessary to repair the technical problems and to continue broadcasting the TV channel before the court trial is terminated or before the issue is settled out of court.
The Commissioner contemplates to address the General Prosecutor’s Office with a request to verify legality of the order issued to the TV-2 Broadcasting Company and to give adequate legal estimates to the actions of the Roskomnadzor (the Federal Service for Supervision of Communications, Information Technology, and Mass Media).
At present the TV-2 Broadcasting Company is in fact deprived of the opportunity to execute the order of the controlling authority, and this circumstance shows that the order might not be relevant to the law –being an impossible order therefore. The current situation infringes upon the broadcasting company’s right to distribute its content and the audience’s right to receive this information.
It should be reminded that according to the Law on Mass Media, in case a TV company stops broadcasting for 3 months, its license shall be revoked. Broadcasting of the TV-2 channel has been suspended from 19 April. Today, only cable and online broadcasting has been continued.
Technical specialists prove there’s a breakdown of a feeder line (electromagnetic waves transmitter) made in 1968 and located on the telecommunication tower of Tomsk ORTPC  (Regional Radio and TV Broadcasting Centre) – branch of the Russian TV and Radio Broadcasting Network.
In the beginning of May the TV-2 headquarters sent a notice to the Roskomnadzor stating that the broadcasting had been ceased due to another party’s fault.
Vladimir Yushin, Director of Tomsk ORTPC told RIA Novosti that the breakdown was to be repaired by June 15 and the broken feeder line to be replaced with a new one.
However, already on 15 May the TV company had received the order from the Roskomnadzor, which imposed that the broadcasting should be restarted within 5 days (i.e. before May 20). Otherwise, the issue of suspension or revocation of the license could be arisen.
According to Anastasia Olgovskaya, Head of Legal Department of the TV channel, TV-2 Broadcasting Company will appeal against the Roskomnadzor’s order to court and will claim for damages and adherence to terms and conditions of the contract signed with Tomsk ORTPC.
The appeals will be submitted in the near future. Litigation between the parties will presumably last for approximately one month.
Earlier the Arbitration Court of Moscow had already issued its judgement to declare the Roskomnadzor’s order in relation to the TV-2 Company unsubstantiated and illegal.



